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TMPGEnc 4.0 XPress today!. more award-worthy than the graphite Porsche Boxster? If you want a real conversation starter,
another point would be the carbon rear spoiler, which, from the rear view is less likely to be seen than the massive rear spoiler of
the previous generation Boxster. We wouldn’t want to disrespect the past by erecting a great big spoiler on the new car. The thing
that probably most differentiates the 2014 Boxster from its predecessor is its engine. Boxster buyers come from various
backgrounds. Even though a majority of them are BMW, Porsche, Mercedes and Audi purists, they also tend to be sports car
buyers. In that context, it makes sense to have as balanced an engine as possible. Especially when you consider the fate of
Porsche’s old 944 engine. We won’t be mentioning it again, ever. But this new nine-cylinder is no ordinary engine. Based on a
twin-turbo unit that powers the current Cayenne SUV, it’s a beautiful lump that will be very interesting to see in action. Under the
bonnet is a single-turbo configuration producing 425 bhp or 515 peak horsepower, depending on which version you choose,
which is below the estimated 620 or 660 bhp that the previous-generation car produced. But that’s a lot of bhp at 650Nm of
torque, so no wonder the 0-62 mph time was reduced to a mere 4.1 seconds. But the 991.2 is also a heavy car, which is why
Porsche decided to use a smaller and lighter suspension, which in turn meant a stiffer and better handling chassis than the
outgoing model. Pimp the twin-turbo V8 and you also get a 0-62 mph time of 4.7 seconds and acceleration of 0-100km/h in a
reported 7.1 seconds. The 2013 and 2014 Porsche Boxsters have the same basic chassis. Their weight is almost identical, so we
can safely say that a driver has to put in quite a bit of work to make the 2014 variant feel any different. And that’s why the price
of this Boxster is now closer to the top-range Cayenne Turbo. It’s
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